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Early 80’s to 2017
Electrical Field service is still
working on the same motors at
an aggregate and cement plant in
Mitchell, Indiana!

Context

by: Jason Brown

“l took the picture because I can

The ground is frozen hard, the trees stark and

job more meaning. Knowing how our jobs keep

no longer fit inside!” Bottom pic-

leafless. Insects are (thankfully) dormant or

the lights on and water running for so many

ture is Josh TeneYck.

fled. Many of the animals are sleeping or have

people can give you a sense of purpose in

moved south, like so many retirees. The land

what we do.

sleeps, waiting out the long, cold nights and

One of the things I find most rewarding in this

snows.

kind of work is being able to point at something

We, on the other hand, stay busy. All through

tangible at the end of the day, and see the

the winter, whatever weather, we keep doing

result of my work. Realizing how much that

what we do. Doing our part in keeping the

work actually means in the bigger picture can

backbone of our society running.

be both humbling and gratifying. It can be one

Most of our business is industrial repair, as

of those realizations that helps buoy your spir-

we all know so well. Those industries, those

its when the cold, gloomy, wet days and dark

power plants and factories, they support our

evenings start dragging you down.

society’s way of life. We repair parts for elec-

What we do matters. Most people don’t have

tric power plants, pumps for water treatment,

any idea what has to happen to keep their

electric motors and servos from every facet of

comfortable lives running along. We do.

industrial production. We repair the transform-

So, whatever way you celebrate the holidays

ers that keep our own homes a warm, bright

this year, look around you at this country we

haven from the bleak winter nights. We even

have built, and know that you keep it alive.

make some of the very lights that electricity

From all of us at the Thermal Spray and

powers.

Coatings Division, We hope you had a great

Thinking about the context of the work we

Holiday!

are doing can serve us in a few ways. It can
inform how we do the job. It can also give our

A Day in the Life of
a Field Service Tech
with Collin Mann
MFS was recently asked to work
at a gas pipeline in Robinson,
IL. Although we have done work

Always Unique At Transformer

by: Craig Hallett and Don Morris

for this company at other loca-

If you have city water you prob-

tions this was the first time MFS

ably have some of the brass,

had been asked to work at this

stainless or cast iron products

location.

this Wabash Indiana company

I was the lucky one who was

manufacturers. Their piping

selected to go to Robinson. This

and valve products are mostly

is likely because no one else

used from the “Main to the

bundle. Each transition at the

sible

wanted to endure the drawn

Meter”.

end of the layer is a bit tricky

Transformer Department!

out security process that must

In the pictures, Kevin Burdette

getting all of that copper to

take place before even stepping

and Don Morris are making

change directions and go the

From Don Morris: I WOULD

foot on the pipeline property. I’m

the coil that electrically melts

other way. When the winding

LIKE TO SAY A BIG THANKS

only kidding. This pipeline com-

the No-Lead brass for these

process is complete “air-sticks”

FOR ALL THE NICE THANGS

pany is overseen by Homeland

products.

are driven out between the

THAT ALL OF YOU SAID IN THE

Security. While working with

The Induction Coil was re-

steel winding fixture base and

LAST ‘HORNER INSIDER,( YOUR

Ralph Coonce and Amy Fletcher

designed by Don Morris from

coil to get them apart. Kevin

PAYMENT IS IN THE MAIL.)

I began the process by filling out

the original coil to be stronger.

then adds epoxy to each end

THE

tons of paperwork and providing

All the fixturing and jigs were

of the coil to protect the wind-

THE

my SSN. This was followed by

hand-made specifically for this

ings, tapes the entire coil with

DEPARTMENT IS THE’ PEOPLE’

giving a background check, hair

process as they are on any

raw fiberglass, fabricates and

THAT ARE INVOLVED IN THE

sample, a urine sample and tak-

custom coil the shop builds.

welds on copper buss termina-

HAPPENINGS.

ing a breathalyzer test.

The induction heating coil is

tions, then off it goes to get the

ATA-BOY’S SHOULD GO TO

After I finally got into the plant we

wound out of “12-in-hand”,

VPI process.

THEM. I HAVE ENJOYED THE

were asked to check balance on

fiberglass/film coated rectangle

Tomorrow morning when your

FEW SHORT YEARS AND THE

a fan after a cleaning. Of course

copper wire. The raw fiberglass

brushing your teeth and leav-

OPPORTUNITY TO BE A HELP

it ran as smooth as silk; however

tape used as the turns are

ing the water running, and that

TO SO MANY CUSTOMERS.

I was able to have some good

wound holds all 12 wires

meter is adding it up..... just

I DON’T THINK I WILL WORK

conversations with plant mainte-

secure in a double stacked

think, it wouldn’t be pos-

ANOTHER 50+ YEARS!

without

ONLY

the

WAY

SUCCESS

Horner

THAT

OF

THE

ANY

TRUE

nance and was able to give some
advice on certain maintenance
changes they could make. I’m
hopeful that we will continue to
receive calls from the Robinson
plant for many years to come.
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Did You Know
Wesley Butler Races
His Trans Am?
After graduating high school in

Safety Improvement for 2016

2014, Wesley bought a car to
fix up to race, a 1991 Trans Am.

by: Amy Fletcher

If you enjoy fixing up cars you
will understand all the hard work

The 3rd quarter of 2016 was

early January of 2017 and the

2017!

a busy one. I relocated from

MSHA renewal training is also

Remember, working safely is

Thermal Spray to Horner Fan

taking place in January.

the right thing to do and each

/ HMS and

managed to get

The start of the year brings

of us must do our part to help

around to most of our out of

lots of safety administrative

prevent injuries to ourselves

town locations in December,

tasks which primarily consist

and others. All of us – including

giving safety training on PPE –

of updating our safety statistics

Management and Supervision

safety glasses, delivering new

on the gazillion safety prequali-

must hold ourselves and each

Federal Labor Law posters

fication sites that our clients

other accountable.

and installing new Automated

use – BROWZ, ISN, PICS,

You will achieve the level of

External Defibrillator (AED)

PEC . . . everyone has such

safety that you demonstrate

batteries. We completed Field

catchy acronyms! We continue

you want to achieve.

Service annual safety training

to improve our statistics, with

for Indiana and Kentucky in

fewer serious injuries and lost

December.

Springfield and

time incidents. This is a great

Cincinnati received training in

trend – let’s continue this in

Wesley has put into fixing up his
race car. In 2015 and 2016 he did
some suspension upgrades, got
a new set of racing tires, replaced
his seats, new racing seat belts,
and added a roll cage. He did
some minor engine changes and
was racing at Lucas Oil Raceway.
He went from getting in the low
13’s time for the ¼ mile to his best
time of 12.55, but that wasn’t fast
enough for Wesley so he knew it
was time to do more work. He is
taking the original style small block
Chevy engine out and putting a
newer style Chevy small block
engine in (known as a LS engine).

Our New Faces

The setup going into Wesley’s car

Tom Wagner
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should easily make around 800hp.
His goal this year is to run the low
9’s in the ¼ mile. Get out to the
track and watch Wesley if you can
this Spring and Summer!

7,951,680
Minutes
– and not
a Second
More!

Expanded
Opportunties In
Louisville

Every month, we at APG enjoy

22 years after she started –

of dedicated coworkers, and

by: Judy Simpson

seeing all of the birthdays and

that’s some good planning.

friends, you can count on after

anniversaries in the spotlight

After being swept off her feet,

22 years of hard work.

Louisville has successfully com-

sent out by Barb. It’s great to

getting engaged, and buying

After everything was said and

pleted its very first Underwriter’s

get a sense of how long some-

a house down south with her

done, after all the surprise

Laboratories repair recertifica-

one has been with our team.

prince charming (who she met,

guests, and once goodbyes

tion! Having been approved as

We’re not sure about you, but

believe it or not, while they

were shared, one thing was

an authorized U.L. repair/recer-

one thing we’ve noticed is

both worked together at APG

very clear from everyone:

tification center back in early

that once you join the Horner

many years before), Betty gra-

Horner is more than a place

2016 we finally had an opportu-

family, you don’t leave! Isn’t it

ciously bid adieu and started a

where you get to work, it’s a

nity to master our skills.

amazing that we have many

new chapter in the adventure

place where you’re happy to

Charlie Mings led the way in

employees who have been

of her life.

be.

thoroughly examining the U.L.

here for literally decades? One

In true Horner family-style, the

procedures and implementing

such treasure we had at APG

amazing ladies of APG worked

the necessary documentation.

was Betty Stearley, who was

together and threw one Horner

Derek Phelps assisted in the

with us for about 7,951,680

of a farewell/retirement party.

evaluation. With their expertise

minutes, or 22 years – to the

With plenty of gifts, shared

we were given the complete

day!

memories, and a few happy

approval with no deficits.

We’re all for sticking to a sched-

tears, everyone came together

Even though in today’s market it

ule, but Betty retired exactly

to show what a strong group

is sometimes not economical to
repair explosion proof motors,
unless it is a custom motor
or has as long lead time, it is

Horner Vs. The Competition

by: Mike Harper

important to be able to offer this

We recently received a 300

fields.

service to our clientele.

HP DC motor that was in

As you can see in the photo,

the Louisville operation now in

storage at a customer’s facil-

the coil was roasted and

“full throttle mode”, we are able

ity. Another local motor shop

shorted so we are now wind-

to offer this service to our cus-

rebuilt this motor a few years

ing all four field coils.

tomer base as another expand-

ago and even performed a

This is why quality is important

ed capability at the Louisville

dyno test on it. This motor has

to a customer.

Branch.

been in storage since 2012

With

and the customer sent it in
for us to convert it from F2 to
F1 format. Our initial testing
found that the shunt fields
were shorted to the series
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The Light That
Keeps On
Coming On:
Products Beyond
the Straight &
Narrow
At Horner Lighting, we test all

won’t admit to performing the

were extremely impressed that

New Applications
Engineer

our products to ensure they

test! Checkout this White LED

the Linear not only stayed in

by: Terry Thorne

do more than meet industry

Linear fixture that still works

one piece, but still works! They

safety and quality standards:

even after getting a “boomer-

said, and we happen to agree,

We are excited to announce the

we exceed them. We take

ang “bend” from one of our

that this is a true testament to

addition of a Senior Electrical

pride in manufacturing quality,

customers. We’ve also includ-

the craftsmanship and inge-

Engineer to our staff! Please join

durable products, and seeing

ed a picture of what it should

nuity of our industry-leading

me in welcoming Tom Wagner to

them installed to help an orga-

look like so you can get some

products.

the Horner Industrial Team! Tom

nization improve their energy

reference on the intensity of

has over 25 years’ experience

savings.

this bend!

working with Variable Frequency

We especially enjoy seeing our

Even though the customer had

Drives that includes writing source

products tested to their lim-

a hard time getting their staff

code, application programming

its – even if the forklift driver

to fess up to this “test,” they

and support and training while
he worked with major Variable

Parallels: A step In The Right Direction

Frequency Drive manufacturers.
Tom’s primary responsibility with

by: Rick Gray

Horner Industrial will be working

Horner keeps growing and

in a support role for the Sales,

that growth has caused many

Electrical Field Service and

issues for our employees who

Washington Street Repair center.

are not directly plugged into

With Tom’s addition, Horner

the company’s servers like

Industrial is pleased to announce

many of our INDY employees.

Vantage reports it was taking

server, our testing found that

their new Customer Training

Vantage users in our Non-Indy

anywhere from 2 to 5 minutes

Parallels was faster and more

initiative to provide Variable

locations were communicating

to print a report.

This was

reliable in every way com-

Frequency Drive and Motor train-

with the main servers in INDY

unacceptable by anybody’s

pared to its 2X predecessor.

ing for our Customers both at

using a software package

standards. So we started look-

Now Vantage printing is tak-

Horner Industrial and at customer

called 2X. Our dependency on

ing for a solution.

ing between 10 to 30 sec-

sites. Watch your mail and email

this old “Remote Access” tech-

We did some research and

onds for our remote users. By

for more information coming

nology was increasingly out of

found that 2X had been bought

February 28, 2017 we will have

your way that will provide addi-

the mainstream. 2X served its

by a company called Parallels.

our remote users upgraded to

tional details regarding Horner

purpose well in the beginning,

We upgraded our infrastructure

the new Parallels client. The

Industrial’s Variable Frequency

providing access to Vantage

and began testing Parallels

ITSupport team would like to

Drive and Motor training program

and other various applications

using a trial license with a

thank all the Testers, because

and schedule.

that we used at Horner.

As

select group of users. After

without their valuable insight

an example, one of the issues

receiving their feedback and

this would not have been pos-

with 2x was that when printing

using it to tweak the Parallels

sible.
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HMS and
Fan Working
Together For
Emergency
Situations

Jim Plahitko: The
Man of Many
Talents

The above is the kind of thing

sketched out the configurations

required. Not pictured, was the

Jim started working for Scherer

that comes in late on a Friday

we needed to duplicate what

split packing gland.

Electric in 1974 in the winding

night/Saturday morning.

was original.

remanufactured in the same

department. Since then he has

what’s left of a stuffing box on

I contacted Heidi at Fan, who

way.

had many roles here at Horner.

a paddle mixer. Of course it’s

got in touch with Steve Belt

and returned the following day.

In 1978 he was promoted to

stainless steel, and the cus-

(Fan). Steve programmed the

This was one of the first proj-

winding supervisor and untill

tomer doesn’t care if you don’t

parts from the dimensional

ects Horner Machining and

1990 he worked on many

have the material. He wants

sketches, and laser cut every-

Horner Fan and Fab combined

projects that included the build-

it fixed and returned now!! It

thing we needed. The thicker

their efforts. It was so much

ing of a winding department

was clear we had no materi-

cross sections were created

easier working together under

test panel, a core tester, and

als to make a conventional

by laminating and welding the

one roof. Since then, we have

the banding machine. During

repair. What we did have was

5/16” plate.

Steve cut with

collaborated on many projects

those years he also redesigned

5/16” stainless plate and a

such precision, that there was

such as custom motor bases

hunderds of motors. In 1990

laser.

very minimal machine work

and fan wheel/housing repairs.

he expressed interest in the

by:Mark Reed

It’s

Saturday morning we

It was

This repair was made

newly formed brushless servo

Our 401K Plan: Interesting Facts

room, so he began supervising

Horner’s 401K Plan, which cov-

field inquiries from employees

effective match of 83%. That

procurement and/or manu-

ers all US-based employees

about joining or increasing their

means you get a return on

facture of the drive systems

of Horner Industrial Services

contributions. Some made an

your investment of 83% even

and test equipment. 1996 he

and Horner APG, has actually

initial decision to not participate

if you invest in something safe

transitioned into quality and

been in existence since 1968.

or elected to contribute only

like a low risk fund that doesn’t

managed the registration of

The Plan has grown to over

2%, then based on their hectic

provide much growth.

ISO-9000. Between 1980-2006

300 active accounts within the

schedules, never get around

Company match is subject to a

he fell in love with develop-

Plan, and over $22 million of

to reviewing their retirement

vesting schedule over 5 years

ing computer software. Some

our employees’ money invest-

plans again.

As a reminder,

that increases 20% a year until

of this included AC winding

ed in a variety of Funds and

the Company will match your

it reaches 100% after year 5.

redesign, motor core testing,

saved for retirement. That is

contributions up to 6% per the

In summary, 100% of your con-

shaft alignment, and something

quite impressive.

following schedule:

tributed funds are your money,

today we call the Intranet.

In a typical year, the employ-

•

First 2% of employee con-

no matter what, and the com-

Today he develops reports and

ees of Horner elect to contrib-

tributions are matched at

pany match will be your money

customization of the ERP soft-

ute pre-tax nearly $750,000

100% by the Company

based on the percentage of the

ware we use to manage the

out of their paychecks and the

Next 2% of employee con-

vesting schedule up to 100%

business. He wants everyone

Company match is in excess of

tributions are matched at

after 5 years.

to know that you dont have to

$500,000 per year. As of the

85% by the Company

Contact Barb Spangler or Kelly

stick to one position, you can

writing of this article, we have

Next 2% of employee con-

Russell if you would like to

grow and learn and move up.

nearly 50 employees that are

tributions are matched at

increase your contributions to

All you have to do is to express

eligible for the Plan, but are

65% by the Company

the Plan or if you are one of the

an interest and be willing to

currently not participating for a

Someone contributing 6% of

50 that are currently eligible

learn something new.

variety of reasons. We often

their pay to the Plan will get an

but not contributing.

•

•

by:Tom Berkopes

The
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Team Horner

by:Terry Thorne

The definition of a Team is: “a group of

nobody has 10 arms or hands that can

a common goal.

people coming together to achieve a com-

be in 10 places at the same time. There

Steps to consider:

mon goal”.

comes a time when you will have to count

Communicate openly, honestly and

As the Horner Industrial Group continues

on other people to get your job done

respectfully. It doesn’t matter if it’s shar-

to grow and expand by offering a variety

because you’ve come up to a deadline

ing information on a joint project or decid-

of services and products to our customer

and have realized that you can’t complete

ing on where you’re going for lunch,

base it is more important now than ever for

the task by yourself. The end result being

always communicate openly, honestly and

us to work together as a Team. We have

that you will not provide the quality work

respectfully with other Team members.

a common goal and that is to provide the

that our customer was expecting. You will

Don’t be rude! A person who wants

best possible service and products to our

miss a deadline or you may forget a key

to be a better Team player encourages

customer base! Our company’s mission

element that could cause another team

a polite, professional and understanding

statement sums it up quite nicely:

member to have to step up to the plate to

Team environment.

“The Horner Industrial Group is committed

cover for you. Here’s a question you may

Take advantage of the differences. All

to providing complete customer satisfac-

not have thought of… I may be able to

Team members bring different strengths

tion through solution-oriented service and

trust other people to do the task for me but

and skill sets to the table, that’s what

products that maximize our customer’s

can other people trust me?

makes great teams successful. So make

productivity”

Something to remember is that a Team

sure you’re utilizing the unique knowledge

We are Team Horner! It takes ALL OF US

player is not necessarily liked by other

and skills of your other Team members!

working together in a cohesive environ-

Team members, nor does any one Team

Have common goals. Make sure that

ment to achieve the above stated mission

member like everyone else on the Team.

we’re all working in unison towards the

statement. If we think and act like a Team

However, a Team player is a person that

same thing.

it becomes much easier to accomplish

can be counted on to do the work that’s

Make important decisions together.

the goal set before us. When we take the

assigned to them and to complete, and

This demonstrates a willingness to include

position that “it’s not my job” or “let some-

finish, the task they’ve been given all the

others and makes them feel part of the

one else do it” we’re not acting in the best

while working harmoniously with others. It

team, especially if you’re the Team leader.

interest of our company, our customer or

is true that not everyone enjoys working

Who knows, they might have something

that of the Team.

with other people however there will be

useful to contribute that you might not

Yeah, but what if I’m not a Team player?

times when it will become necessary to

have thought.

I’ve always liked to do things by myself

work in a group and that’s when being a

Most importantly, have fun!

to make sure that things get done right!

Team player is essential. It’s a willingness

The problem with that kind of thinking is

to come alongside other people to achieve
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Hydraulics: Not Just Repair

by: Rich Streitmarter

The Horner Hydraulics Division is more

electric pumps, and shop presses. The

Department will soon start filming a short

than just repair, they also offer new prod-

Hydraulic Division is an authorized dealer

video about the department, we are very

uct sales as well. Horner hydraulics has

for the BVA product brand of high pres-

excited to showcase this service! Look for

access to a vast array of vendors for

sure rams and they are also an authorized

it on our website sometime this summer.

products when extreme force is needed.

service center for them as well, a benefit of

Products we sell such as hydraulic lift-

being a product distributor.

ing equipment, cylinders, hand pumps,

Horner Hydraulics and the Marketing

Get To Know Your Industrial
Products Sales Team
by: Craig Hallett
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Here we go again, not doing the things that “normal” motor
shops do by: Ralph Coonce
We were asked to remove a 600 HP vertical motor and the 13 foot

lower the hook as the diver needed with hand signals. The diver

long turbine pump that it couples to, from a cooling tower water

entered the water and had zero visibility. Everything he had to do

basin. The motor was removed without incident, but when we

was by feel. The water was 15 feet deep. He located the pump

lifted the pump out, instead of the expected 13 feet, we only got 5

assembly, rigged a couple of choker straps onto it so it would hang

feet of pump! The pump had actually broken in two! We probed

vertically and could be lifted out of the hole.

the water, using 8 foot long poles, and could not feel anything.

Once the pump was out of the water, the diver entered the water

And with caramel colored water in the cooling tower, nothing was

again, and started picking up debris from all 6 sections of the cool-

visible. The customer had no way to get it out, and even if a new

ing tower, returning to the point that the crane hook was in the

pump were to be installed, the pieces of the old pump had to be

water. All of this was without the ability to see anything. He found

removed. They asked us to come up with a plan. Cue in a diving

things like a piece of broken pump shaft, intake screens, bolts and

team!

other hardware, and large pieces of plastic that were distorted due

Divers check, Amy Fletcher for safety check,

a crane check,

to having been pulled into the pumps at some point.

cooling towers off check, Time to go fishing! The diver wore a wet

Once the diving was done, the equipment loaded onto our truck

suit, with the hard helmet that you think of as deep sea diving,

for transportation to the shop. The customer is happy Horner was

that allowed him verbal communication with the dive master in a

able to take care of this situation for them, we have all the pieces

nearby trailer. The dive master in the trailer was communicating

of a broken pump now to piece back together, and we have one

via radio with the ground control man at the point of water entry for

more arrow in our quiver of available services that we can assist

the diver. He was then directing the crane operator to raise and

our customers with.
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Sliding Into Place
by: Heidi Randall
Quick action was required to
make the Horner Machining
Shop move in less than 30 days.
Horner Fan & Fabrication is
currently in the process of moving most of their machinery into
what was formerly the Toshiba
warehouse. The Toshiba
Warehouse moved down the
road. This opens up more floor
space for Horner Machining
Services to move in some of
the machinery that they had to
put into storage during “The Big
Move”.
In order to maintain flexibility
and to be able to fabricate anything with very little notice, there
must be some very savvy and
creative fabricators, which we
are extremely lucky to have.
During the last month in a half,
on occasion they have had to
get really creative to satisfy the
customer. This includes forming a part on a manual brake
press and figuring out how to
manipulate a 1500lb motor base
so that it could be welded. Doing
things “old school” takes a little
more time, but the guys are willing
to do whatever it takes to achieve
customer deadlines. Hats off to the
Fan & Fab guys for their patience
and creativity during this time.

Can Do Strength

by: Kent Seavers

Most of us know what a “Can

though holes for bolts and a

encountered when the motor,

do attitude” is, a willingness to

backer ring. Now I’m not so

sheaves and drive belt were

at least try, and go the extra

sure we can do this? Phone

installed. Both sheaves being

mile when the chips are down

calls go out, no way are we

of a smaller diameter caused

for whatever the reason. This

going to find this, four to six

the belt to rub the belt cover/

is just what Horner Industrial

weeks is a standard answer

guard. Cover and belt guards

Group has to offer.

when the right people are con-

had to be modified. With the

A few months ago Horner was

tacted. It’s now late Tuesday.

Terre Haute crew staying late

awarded a fan project from a

Shop work is full steam ahead.

Thursday evening the fan was

local Aluminum manufacturer.

Motor has to have some

ready. Marc had called and the

This is to be a turnkey job

machine work but, we can

flanges were being finished up

during an outage. Remove

do that. The boots or bellows

and that the field service crew

on a Monday and install on

there now called are not going

would pick them up on the way

Friday. The unit consisted of

to happen by Friday. Talking to

Friday for the fan installation at

a hundred horsepower motor

Gale Heiliger he suggested we

the custom’s site.

and exhaust fan. Horner field

call Marc Dardeen at Horner

Friday the field service crew

services will remove the fan

Fan. When I explained to Marc

worked a long day installing

unit, Horner Terre Haute will

what we had he suggested

the fan. They too had their

transport the unit and do the

that his crew fabricate bolts on

share of unexpected problems.

necessary repairs and return

flanges and clamps to hold the

But later that evening the fan

it Friday morning. Horner field

flat sheet material he had on

was finished and ready to go.

service will then take over and

hand. He offered to drive over

The customer was happy, and

re-install the fan unit and then

Wednesday morning to take a

in fact is considering leaving

connect the duct work and fin-

look and measure things up.

the temporary fix because of

ish the project, we can do that.

Horner fan commenced work

ease of change out.

Once in the shop we noticed

on the temporary fix.

With four different divisions of

something....we have a prob-

In the meantime the Terre

the company working together

lem! The rubber material con-

Haute shop pushed on with

with a can do attitude the proj-

necting the fan and duct work

the motor and fan. New cop-

ect and time line for the cus-

turns out to be a multi-layered

per tubing grease lines were

tomer was a success.

cylindrical circle sewn with

made and installed. Thursday

fabric side flanges along with

problems with the fan were
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Looking Back At
2016 by:Walt Boat

Now as 2017 is upon us, many

full year in our new building”? Do

from pharmaceutical, crude oil

people reflect on the previous year

we have a more diverse product

refining, steel, jet engine manufac-

and ponder the good, bad and the

base? The answer is Yes, indeed

turing, paper and the utility power

ugly, etc.

Interestingly enough,

we do. For example, reviewing our

industry.

business must do the same. Did

top ten grossing jobs, we observe

In conclusion, I am reminded of a

we accomplish our goals? Were

that we had (4) large AC motors

quote that goes like this “Setting

we successful in unveiling a new

repairs, (1) large 1100HP MG set

goals is the first step in turning

business line? Did we meet our

repaired, a set of heat exchangers

the invisible to the visible (Tony

customer’s expectations?

Did

fabricated, (2) very large (about 6’

Robbins)”. We, as a company, by

we diversify our customer base?

tall) centrifugal blower repairs, (1)

accomplishing the goals placed

Is our product base diversified

very specialized gearbox, and we

before us, were part of turning

enough? We want to review 2016

finished off with an old-fashioned

the dream (“the invisible”) of Alan

in context of these questions.

large DC motor.

Horner into the “visible” repair facil-

As most of you know, our repair

can check off diversity of job types.

facility on Washington Street in

Lastly, did we achieve a diverse

Indianapolis had an open house

industrial base? Meaning, did we

in June of 2015. One of the goals

pull all this work from the same

of increasing the size of the facil-

industry or were we able to main-

ity was to tackle new, larger and

tain diversity in Industry? Again,

different types of work. So, as

we can say, yes, we achieved that

we enter into 2017, we should

goal too. An analysis of our top

ponder “how did we do in our first

ten jobs reveals work was received

Brain Teaser

It appears we

By: Mike Croft

to collect data for a fuel pipeline
customer requiring arc flash
studies. They wanted to do this

currently a vendor. An arc flash
(also called a flashover) is part
of an arc fault, a type of electrical explosion or discharge that
results from a low-impedance
connection through air to ground
or another voltage phase in an
electrical system. Horner purchased new equipment and software to perform this task. Further
opportunities are already presenting themselves for future work at
other companies.

Answer to last quarters Brain
Teaser: A lilypad doubles in size each day.
In 28 days, the lilypad will cover the entire
pond. Question : In how many days will the
pond be half covered?
A: 27 Days

Last quarters winners:
1st $50 Giftcard: John Rooks, Springfield

right answers will go into a drawing for

2nd $25 Giftcard: Danny Corbin, Machining

a final winner. There will be 3 additional

3rd Horner Goodie Bag: Chris Bell,

prizes for 2nd-4th place. We will wait for all

Machining

locations to recieve before drawing.

4th Horner Goodie Bag: Chris Skinner,

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

Springfield

for the safety of their employees
and their vendors. Horner is

ity that exists in 2017.

Three days to give me your answer. The

In November 2016 Horner was
presented with a new opportunity

This Editions Prize: ABB Carhartt Coat

A farmer has 17 sheep and
all but nine die. How many
are left?

Arc Flash Studies:
A New Horner
Service
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Our Unique Employees And Their Families

Jacob Son of Tim
Brant (APG)
Performs as Willy
Wonka

Halloween - Deb Twigg (Accounting) Indy
left and Sierra Stanley left, Heidi
Randall (Fan) right

Stella Montoya’s son
Andre’ Cooley (former
intern APG) got engaged

HORNER INSIDER

Kim Wessel (APG) Nephew’s
wedding Philip and
Molly Wessel

ISSUE 11

Terre Haute’s new
machinist K.O.

Barb Spangler’s (HR) husband
David Whited’s
Joe, is a Civil War reenactor, far
(Springfield) son,
right. This picture was in the
William got his PhD in
Huffington Post
Psychology

Christmas at Horner in Indy, Linda Sutton (Purchasing) is Mrs. Claus and her
Granddaughter as the elf.

WINTER 2017

Sales Awards
Todd
Cochran,
Indy Top
Salesmen
of the
Year

Jeff
Wilson,
Indy
Improving
His Sales
by almost
1 Million!

Horner Employees In Action

Chris
Probus,
Louisville
Improving
His Sales
by almost
1 Million!

